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                           1. Introduction
   We shall extend the Hanner's 2-element inequality in LP to the n-element inequality

and introduce the notions of Hanner cotype p (Hanner type p). We determine the
cotype 2 (type 2) constant of the Banach space of Hanner cotype p (Hanner type p).
But our results are restricted for only real valued LP and the general complex valued

cases are left open.
   Let 1 $pÅq oo, (S, Z, pt) be a measure space with "(S) = 1 and LP = LP(S, Z, ").
The norm of LP is given by 11xll =(Slx(t)1"d"(t))'!P.

   Hanner [3] proved the following inequalities. For xi,x2EL", it holds that for

1ÅqpS.2
         11 )c, + x, llP+ II x, - )c, 11P ll l[ )c,11 + Il x, IHP + Hl x, II - 11 x, ll IP

and for 2 Åq= pÅq oo

         11 Jxi, + x, 11P+ ll )c, - x, llP S. 1Ux, ll + Il x, Il IP +1 11 x, il - II x, IHP.

Remark that, by the triangular inequality, 11xi + x2 ll S IIxi 11 + llx2ll and 11xi - x211 År=

lllxiIl - IIx2ll 1. If we neglect the second term of the right. hand side, then.a speclal

case of the Clarkson's inequality [1] follows. We can rewrite the Hanner's mequality

as follows. Let Åíi,s2 be the independent Rademacher random variables with the
distribution Ei = Å} 1 with probability 1/2. Then the Hanner's inequality is given by

            E ll 2i=i 6i J)ci Il" lli; Ei2i=i Åíi ll xi ll IP for 1 Åq p fil 2, and

            E llZ?•=i 6ixi llP ;:ll El2i ,.iÅíi 11 xi MP for 2 S- pÅq co,

where E means the expectation with respect to the Rademacher distribution.
    We shall extend the Hanner's inequality naturally as foilows. Let ei, Åí2,•••,6. be

the independent Rademacher sequence and xi,x2,•••,x.ELP. We show that if all xi

are real valued then it holds that

            E II 2I=i 6i xi HP lili EIZI .. i si II xi MP for 1 ;S p ;::il 2, and

            Ell21.,iÅíixi Il"";::S El21=iei IIxi ll IP for 2 ;:S pÅq cx).
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The general complex valued cases are left open.
    Let E be a Banach space with norm ll ll,OÅqsÅq oo and let {si} be the independent
Rademacher sequence. Then E is called of cotype 2 if there exists a constant C2,, År O

such that

                    (2:.=, II xi lf2)'i2 ;s c,,,(E 1121=, 6,x, "s)i!s

for every n and every xi,x2,•••,x.eE. Denote by C2,,(E) the smallest constant in
the inequality. C2,.(E) is called the cotype 2 constant of E, The Banach space E is
called of type 2 if there exists a constant T,,2 ÅrO such that

                    (E ll2I=, Åíixi llS)'iS S. T,,2(2I=, ilx, II2)i!2

for every n and every xi,x2,•••,x.EE. Denote by T,,2(E) the smallest constant in
the inequality. T,,2(E) is called the type 2 constant of E. It is well known that LP

is of cotype 2 for 15p=Åq2 and of type 2 for 2,Åq=pÅq oo, see Hoffmann-Jergensen
[4], Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [5].

    Let E be a Banach space with norm II II. We say that E is of Hanner cotype
p (1 -Åq. p =Åq 2) if it holds that

                      E 11 21=, e,x, IlP l.ll[ E12r•=, 6, il x, MP

for every n and every xi, x2,•••,x.EE, where {ei} are independent Rademacher random
variables. We say that E is of Hanner type p (2 S.pÅq oo) if it holds that

                      E 11 2I=i eixi HP -Åq- El21ri 6i ll xi ll IP

for every n and every xi, x2,•••,x.EE•

    We shall show that each Banach space of Hanner cotype p (1 S.pS. 2) is of
cotype 2 and determines the cotype 2 constant C2,,(E) explicitly. We shall show also

that each Banach space of Hanner type p (2 S.pÅq co) is of type 2 and determines
the type 2 constant T,,2(E) explicitly. These constants are in fact identical to the
best constants in the Khinchin's inequality:

                  C2,.([RR)-i(21=, a,2• )'12 ;.S (E l21., , a,6,1")'iP

                                    S{; T.,2(R)(Zl=,a,2.)if2.

that is, identical to the cotype 2 and the type 2 constants of the real numbers R. The

correct values of C2,.(R) and T,,2(R) are determined by Haagerup [2] and Szarek [6].

                  2. Generalization of Hanner's Inequality

    LEMMA 1. Let p be 1 S.pÅq oo, 6i,e2,•••,e. be independent Rademacher random
variables and ui,u2,•••,u. be real numbers. then it holds that E121=,6iuil"=
E121=i ei luil IP•
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   PRooF. Since {e,} are symmetric and independent, {uiÅíi} and {luilei} have the

same distribution, hence the assertion follows.

LEMMA 2 (Hanner [3]). Let ct l.irO and ull O. Let f(u) be

                      f(u) = lui!p + ct lp + tuiip - ct lp.

If 1$p S. 2, then f(u) is a convex function, and if 2 S. p Åq oo, then f(u) is a concave

function.

   PRooF. If p = 1, then f(u) is convex since

                      ,,.,.,{g: ig:2f.:.Sct

In the case where pÅr 1, the second defivative f"(u) is given by

            f"(u) .. ct (p - 1)/p . uilP ne 2(IuilP - ct IP-2 - lu'IP + ct IP-2),

which implies the assertions.

    LEMMA 3. Let ui, u2,•••, u. ). O and let I7 (ui, u2,•••, u.) be

                     F(ui, u2,•••, u.) = E1Zr•=i 6iui !P1"•

Then regarding F as a function of each ui, F is convex for 1 ;.f p ;l 2 and F is concave

for 2 S. pÅq oo.

    PRooF. We can wrlte

          F(u,) = 1/2 • E[lu,i• fP + (2j.,u,'• iPe,•) 1" + lu,'• iP - (2j.,u,i• i"ej) IP].

By Lemma 2, the integrant of the right hand side is a convex (resp. concave) function

of ui for 1 S. p ;;$ 2 (resp. for 2 ;:S pÅq oo), hence so is F.

    THEoREM 1. Let n be a natural number, 6i,s2,•••,s. be independent Rademacher
random variables and xi,x2,•••,x. be real valued functions in LP.

    (1) If 1 $ p S. 2, then it holds that

                      E II 21=, s,x, IIP År= E12r•=, s, 11 x, 11 IP.

    (2) If 2SpÅq oo, then it holds that

                      E ll 21 ., , 6,x, IIP ;Ill E 1ZI .. , s, ll x, IHP.

    PRooF. (1) Suppose that1:.{p:.S 2. By Lemma 1, we have

                 E 11 Z?= , Åí,x, ll' - E( .ll, I27= , e,(co)x,(t)IP d"(t))
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                             = jl, E I2:.. , e,(co)x,(t)1" du(t)

                             = jl, E 1Zr- i Åít(co) l x,(t)1 lp du (t)

                             - E 11 Zl ., , s, lx,l 11P,

where Ixil(t)=lxi(t)1. So we can assume in advance that each xi i's non-negative,
xi(t) ). O. By Lemma 3 and by the Jensen's inequality, we have

.(, F(Xi (t)P, X2 (t)", ' ' ' , Xn(t)") dpt (t)

    )- F( jl, xi (t)p dpt (t), j:, xi (t)p d" (t), , jl, xi (t)p d" (t)) ,

where F is the function given in Lemma 3 (we have also used the assumption
#(S) = 1). This is the inequality desired.

   (2) The case where 2S.pÅq oo is obtained by the manner same to the case
(1). In this case, F is concave and we obtain the converse inequality

f, F(Xi (t)", X2 (t)P, ' • • , x, (t)P) du (t)

    -Åq- F ( jl, xi (t)p d" (t), jl, xi (t)p du (t), , jl, xi (t)p d" (t)) ,

by the Jensen's inequality. This completes the proof.

    REMARK. In the case where p= 1, Hanner's 2-element inequality

            II )c, + x, ll + "x, - x," l.llll llx, il + li x, ll +I 11 Jx,11 - li x, ll 1

does not imply any geometric information of the space L'. In fact, this inequality
holds for every Banach space. In fact, if we suppose that Hxi11 il llx211 without loss

of generality, then this inequality is a consequence of the triangular inequality. On

the contrary, our n-element inequality

                      E 1121..i sixi ll )- ElZl=, ei ll xi ll l

does not hold for any Banach space. If this n-element inequality is valid in a Banach

space E, then E is of cotype 2 since R is of cotype 2 as follows:

                  E ll 21,. , Åí,x, II ). El21=, Åí, il x, ll l

                              )- C,,,(MR)-i (21=, 11 ., II 2)i12.
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            3. Hanner Type and Hanner Cotype of Banach space

   THEoREM 2. (1) Let E be aBanach space ofHanner cotypep(1 ;.fp :;l 2). Then
E is of cotype 2 and the cotype 2 constant C2,,(E) coincides with C2.,(UIR), where
C2,,(R) is the best constant in the Khinchin's inequality.

   (2) Let E be a Banach space of Hanner type p (2 S. pÅq oo). Then E is of type
2 and the type 2 constant T,,,(E) coincides with T,,2(R), where T,,2(R) is the best

constant in the Khinchin's inequality.

   PRooF. (1) By Theorem 1 and by the Khinchin's inequality, we have

(E llZl=, s,x, IIP)i!P lll (E IIE)1=, s, ll x, 11 IP)ifP

               lll; C2,,([F9)'i (Zl=, 11 x, ll2)ii2.

This implies, by the minimality of C2,,(E), that C2,,(E)$ C2,,(R). Conversely, if we
imbedd R isometrically into E, we have C2,,(E) $ C2,,(R) by the minimality of C2,,(R).

   (2) By Theorem 1 and by the Khinchin's inequality, we have

(E II ZI=, s,x, llP)i!p ;:Iil (E lZr•=, Åí, lt x, 11 lp)iip

               $ Tp,2(R) (ZI=, 11 xi II 2)'f2.

By the minimality of T,,,(E), it follows that T,,2(E)S T,,2(R). If we imbedd R
isometrically into E, we have T,,2(R)S T,.2(E) by the minimality of T,,2(R). This

completes the proof.

   CoRoLLARy. Let LP(JR) be the space of all real functions in LP.
   (1) If 1 S. p ;S 2, then C2,,(LP(R))= C2,,(R).
   (2) If 2 :$ pÅq oo, then T,,2(LP(R))= T,,2(R),

                        4. Concluding Remarks

   Our extensions of Hanner's inequality (Theorem 1) are valid only for real functions

in LP. The original result of Hanner is valid for complex valued case. So the
extension of Theorem 1 to the complex valued case is left open. To show the complex
valued case it is suflicient (and also necessary) to prove the next inequalities in C. Let

zi,z2,•••,z. be complex numbers in C. Then
   (1) if 1 ;.:S p ;.S 2, then E 1ZI .. , 6i zi IP ll E 1ZI ,,. i 6i 1zi1 l",

   (2) if 2 ;.{ p Åq oo, then EIZr• .,, , ei zi lP ;S E IZI=i 6i lzil IP•

For example, in the case where n=3

        lzl + z2 + z3 1P + lzl + z2 - z3 1P + izl - z2 + z3 1P + izl - z2 - z3 1P

            lll (;$)1 Iz, 1 + Iz,I + lz,I IP + 1lz,l + lz,I - lz,l IP

              + llz,l - lz,1 + Iz, HP + lIz,l - lz,l - lz,1 IP.
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According to the computer serch, these inequalities seem true.
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